
PEOPLE WITH PROJECTS
READ UNIVERSAL HOME GROUP PUBLICATIONS

At Universal Media Co we use both distribution and content strategy  
to make sure our mediums reach real People with Projects.

At the end of 2020 we surveyed some of them, what they thought about our media, and picked up 
a lot of project stories along the way. The people below were reading either Grand Designs Australia 
magazine, or Home Design magazine or the completehome.com.au web portal as 2020 turned in 
to 2021. These people are all renovating, building, or have just moved in to new homes.  They 
are extremely engaged, loving our articles on products, art, décor and furnishings – they clearly 
represent a portion of the market that is actively spending. 

If you want to reach the market that matters make sure you are targeting this audience in 2021 by 
marketing your business through Universal Home Group.

NAME STATE COMMENT

Elizabeth NSW I love the ideas and inspiration from reading it, keeping up with current trends and the beautiful use of recycled building materials.

Naomi Paquette NSW This issue is full of great ideas and inspiration, we’re building our first home this year and love looking at different styles and tips! 

Philippa Marshall VIC I love the architectural style stories and the chance to discover the latest in style ideas for your home build or renovation.  

Leesa Kerr VIC
Renovations can be stressful!    
This issue is 193 glossy pages of stress relief, inspiration, gorgeous products and dream ideas to use in our renovation. 

Sam Behr QLD
This issue was an inspirational and motivational read because we are currently renovating and this magazine has made us want to 
push through to the finish line. It has helped us figure out what we want and what we don’t want in our dream house. - Bella aged 13

Judy Todd QLD Just bought a new home so any inspiration goes along way

Amiee Rogic VIC We’ve just purchased our first home so this issue gave us lots of inspiration for projects and decor to make it our own.

Alison Laherty NT As I embark on my dream of building a modern tiny house in the desert of Central Australia this issue is informative and inspiring. 

Francesca QLD I am renovating and this is my first time reading this mag. I love it and think I’ll have to subscribe!

Margaret WA Always full of current inspiration and latest products for me to share with clients

Bianca Sames QLD Inspiration plus I love the colours and combos I love anything coastal or blue, but the maroon chair I love this deep rich colour.

Toby Lever VIC
I’m about to use some of the great ideas at home for the new renovations inside  as I have already used other ideas from previous 
editions to do outside. Great work 

Sue Dennett VIC It has info that is very interesting, I found out different styles of window dressing that is useful for my new house. 

Rebecca Wenn VIC It celebrates Australian artists and their beautiful artwork. It is so nice to see our countries artworks on display. 

Cameron Onions NSW
The content and presentation of the articles inspired me and swept me along with excitement and enthusiasm to embark upon my 
2021 home renovation project.

Joel Schoff NSW
This issue encourages Australian homes to cleverly adapt ways of cooling that harmoniously keeps the harsh climate out while 
boldly bringing the outside in.

Colleen Cook NSW
I’ve always bought the Home design mag as I love it’s eclectic mix of new,old,and antique  
I love the great ideas and the reads on the different artists, the innovative mix and match now I’m also buying it for my daughterinlaw 
as they are building their new home

Karen Aldridge NSW
The home for the holidays, Lake Wanka house feature has inspired me to turn my home into a place where I feel like I am always on 
holiday. 

Matthew Grosbernd ACT My wife and I just bought a house and this was the first magazine we bought for inspiration and we’re instantly hooked!

Djurida Widjaja VIC
Art at home provides an escape during a challenging year. Australian Art allows us to aspire after regional holidays, protecting a 
home we hold dear!

Dianne Kitson NSW 
This collector’s edition has interesting range of topics. Some meh, some I love and inspire me with ideas and challenges for expres-
sion in my home. 

Billy Baker NSW Loved seeing the design icons and all the local Australian art. Additionally, the summer piece was so informative. Really good edition

Sophie Gardner QLD Introduced some Australian artists that I’d never heard of, inspired us to put order some of their artwork.



Karen Harris VIC
With fantastic storage ideas onto how they live large in Europe and keeping things cozy.  Home Design has as much or as little as 
each individual needs for inspiration or guidance for potential projects and ideas for making our spaces divine.

Shelley Scandrett QLD Because it has given me inspiration for the many projects I have inside and outside of my new first home.

Katherine Armon QLD It’s always full of great projects and ideas that keep me motivated on improving my own home.

Amanda Scott QLD
It offers Brilliant ideas, outstanding design solutions and concepts that I love and would dearly love to have the funds to explore in 
my little home - its is a inspiring and creative read that makes you think outside of the box and expands my thoughts and ideas on 
how to make a home feel like a home that I would be proud to show and have people over to visit

Felicia Lau NSW
Award winning homes from around the globe inspires me to refurnish, revamp and repaint my home. The display away section 
demonstrates how small little decorations can revive the space that you have on the walls, the european luxury  whisks me away to 
France. Little tips and tricks that i can do to create a home from an old unit

Elizabeth Dowhaluk NSW
Home Design gives me the best ideas for all my rooms to add that extra touch. This month I loved the Outdoors ideas for furniture 
and garden ideas!

Brad Marlow VIC Showcasing both Australian design (the art) and international flavour, Home Design covers a range of quality styles to suit any taste.

Michele Dalton VIC 
I’ve always wanted underfloor heating and your article has concreted my ideal home heating in to my husbands desire for a warm 
home.

Alex Pillirone VIC My fiance brought it last year when we brought our first home and it’s a great read and so informative, thank you.

Lisa Riddle VIC as it has given us a kick up the bum, to start on projects we have procrastinating about, excited for 2021 now

Tuan Nguyen VIC Art is like a window to the soul of a home, giving it a unique personality, opening up new doors to design creativity and individuality!

Ruth Larman WA
In one publication access to such brilliant designs in far wider range than we could imagine by ourselves is educating us to push the 
barriers.

Danielle Turner QLD I think Issuev#231 Of Home Design is great as it’s given me a lot of different colours and designs to work with for my home 

Nicola Thomson QLD
#23.1 Home design has given me done great ideas to decorate my house, paint colours, furniture design, it’s a home away from 
home

Kathy Petras VIC Home Design is a great read and enjoyed by all in our home, which is so rare.

Sonya Sorgiovanni WA
Currently planning our next Kitchen Reno and this issue was packed with helpful inspiration and i loved the sofa read and now saving 
to buy

Deon Naicker SA It is a great read because of the great products being featured and the great decor ideas presented.

Vanda Bacich WA It inspires me to improve and update my home and give everyone who enters the ‘wow’ experience.

Helen Jack QLD It encourages me to do more exciting renovation.

Simon Crowden SA
Similar design and layout to my house , and it has given me a few ideas i can do. So thank you cause i now need to spend more 
money hahaha

Jessica Celine NSW It is full of amazing ideas which can be used by regular people wanting to improve and style their homes, like me!

Vicki Fraser VIC
Issue #23.1 of Home Design has saved me from making a big blunder in the planning of our new home. Latest trends and ideas ... 
inspirational.

Peter Walker NSW
Packed with design news, homemaker how-to’s, product reviews, Home Design created inspiration for our renovation, helping us 
transform our house from drab to absolutely ‘fab’!!

Mark Ryan VIC
Makes you think, has you dreaming, but it gives you ideas, and this one has rekindled my thought to redo - not to mention my 
daughter uses the high image clippings for art projects, so we recycle at both ends

Eliza Wilder NSW
Love the stunning and inspirational features, stylish ideas, renovations, interviews and lush homes! Excites my imagination and 
creativity encouraging me to improve my home.

Mohammed  
Muzakkir

NSW Its good way of knowing of new gadgets and encourages to do some improvements in the house

Anne Mason SA
Rather than travelling for my Husband’s 60th Birthday we are loving completing projects on the house. So many innovative ideas and 
tips in one resource.

Julie Armstrong VIC We are renovating, so some great ideas for our kitchen that is the heart of our home

Bel Brown NSW 
I’m currently renovating our new coastal home and it’s given endless inspiration for outdoor furniture! I’m a terrible designer and 
such a visual person the the magazine gets my creative brain flowing! 

Amanda Bartlett VIC
Artworks, cushions, rugs and chairs, contemporary styling, tastefully done, I’m sipping champagne, draped on my recliner admiring 
my flare as a “Home design”er. 

Anna Stanislawski SA The outdoor living for all Seasons gave us inspiration to turn our backyard into an oasis during lockdown 

Stephanie Compton NSW
I especially loved the renovation stories!  We are currently designing renovations for our kitchen AND bathroom, so we got LOTS of 
GREAT ideas!

Naomi Stefanowicz SA It was  a great sourse of inspiration when I was doing up my house

Jane Chalmers VICTORIA 
We are embarking on the overwhelming (but exciting) experience of building a new home in Anglesea. This issue has inspired and 
helped create our vision. 

Jenny NSW
I have a coastal property which needs inspiration. I find it very inspiring the latest edition of Home Design. Where do I begin? Read 
my full story and thank you Completehome.com.au 

Adrian Ellwood WA
It goes through the latest designes new architectural features and the latest reviews. With the great outdoors. Australian art. Sug-
gestions for the summer.  5 Fantastic Design Icons. Not To Mention The French Styling And Contemporary Luxury Of La Provence On 
Belmont In Melbourne.

Lucy Bonasera SA Loving the inspiration this issue is giving me to get some sense of style I’m wanting for the various rooms in my home.

Nikki Irwin NSW Some great ideas that are realistic for me and my family to achieve together 

Leanne Silva NSW Has given me some great ideas

Daniela Agresta ACT It’s has the latest trends, it reduces my stress as it’s helping me get ready for my home renovation and it’s colourful and fun



Lou Miles QLD
Packed full of inspiration .. without the need for perspiration, Design Ideas To Set My Home Apart .. And Get 2021 Off To A Better 
Start

Scott Morgan WA This issue gets me motivated and inspires me to redesign my home for a fresh new start of the year. 

Dee WA Love the modern art and trendy furniture

Lizzy Mitchell NSW
Outdoor living is where I will be spending money on this year. Making outdoor space more inviting Home Design BBQ, Pergola idea’s 
are awesome!

Lizzy Mitchell NSW
I read all about new products to give my Kitchen/Bathroom renovations the winning edge. One product can be a standout. Home 
Design is my goto magazine.

Rod Prescott VIC
I’m not 100% certain it is... Excellent of course, as it’s inspired my wife to get our renovations moving - but now we can’t agree on the 
scope!

Adriana Paul NSW
The Kate Owen piece was wonderful. The richness abstract art adds to everyday life is often dismissed. It helped me convince my 
sceptical partner! 

Marcela Kovacik NSW because its inspiring to any household

Rebecca NSW I have found many of the articles gave me inspired for a new project in my home.

Isabelle Lee QLD Loved reading about some of our Australian artists and seeing their work being promoted.

Patricia Westaway NSW Gives you guidance and vision for home improvements, home is my castle so love doing things to improve.

Brent Ombler NSW
I’ve been inspired by the WA Brick House to introduce black accents via fittings and trims, as well as appliances into our house. I think 
it would bring a spark of contemporary design to our early 80s brick home. 

Lyn Turnbull QLD
Issue #23.1 is such a great read giving so much inspirational articles. The colour palettes are fantastic and make me want to reno-
vate straight away.

Dougal SA Issue 9.4 of Grand Designs Australia is inspiring my renovation

Jodie Wightman VIC
Impressed you touched on australian art, reading this article- touched my heart. Great aussie designs adorning the walls,  
showcasing local talent- you have my applause!

Mark Leoni QLD
Great read because it shows how to Celebrate your home with the hottest Australian art  Arty PARTY    Shows you the 5 favourite 
Design icons     This issue, you can WIN BIG of more than $10,000    and it shows you 37 ways to get ready for SUMMER    Alfresco 
Living European Luxury  home in France   

Josh Parker WA
Having recently completed a renovation on our house (and with very noising flooring) the sound mitigation strategies in the feature 
were invaluable!

Nellie Farrimond VIC The per capita ‘That’s what I’ve been talking about!’, ‘Hmm, hadn’t thought of that’ and ‘Oh I love that’ moments in the mag. 5 stars.

Nicky Snape QLD
Rural retreat ideas for designing fabulous holiday weekenders. So beautifully captured- particularly when we all want post COVID 
vacations.

Ruben Taylor VIC The content was fantastic and it gave me a lot of inspiration. Furthermore, and it sounds funny, but the photography is stunning. 

Wendy Brady QLD
It is. So informative on style quality stylish products up to date with technology and assurance Exact language of love.. Every page 
exciting and new.

Kathy Bost SA It’s full of interesting articles and style ideas for the home. I’m renovating my house and I’m always looking for new ideas. 

Bridie Sweeney QLD
This issue of the magazine was a great read as it had a variety of brands in it not only adverrtising for brands that i had already heard 
of 

Rachel Leigh NSW
Home design always tickles the creative imagination and sparks desire to design, dream and dance with delight. Particularly taken by 
the focus on fire places.

Jodie Heap VIC
Since COVID, I am appreciating and valuing local products. This issue of Home Design certainly promotes and showcases Australian 
design in an inspirational manner!

Ashleigh Brooker NSW
During Covid I wasn’t sure what I was going to do during quarantine at home until I came across this issue of Home Design giving me 
inspiration to redecorate my entire home.

Tania Morton NSW
Receiving my new GD magazine I read through it and mark pages...those requiring a second reading, maybe a daydream over. This 
magazine is ‘dog-eared’ 

Georgina Neeson VIC Kate Owen’s stunning art and lots of renovation inspiration for natural palates and sustainable ideas 

Rhonda Hill QLD Home design is a great read because it gives me ideas that I may not have thought of to improve my home......

Carolyn Pickering QLD
Love it, I was desperately needing inspiration for my woolstore apartment renovation, then I turned the page to see the amazing 
Hopewell Yard Industrial apartment and I was saved.

Elizabeth Mclachlan VIC
Loved the diversity - from the aussie art feature ... Then further afield, award winners from around the globe...  You always push the 
boundaries!

Jenny Macculloch QLD Because it has inspired our dream home makeover!!!

Taya Nielsen QLD It has so many ideas I can try in my home, and they are written in easy to understand style

Lindy Pearson SA
The Soundscapes and Cooling special features informed my renovation planning and research and I discovered Rocket Espresso to 
replace our Departed Breville dual boiler.  

Charmaine Doherty NSW a great showcase for designers  and wonderful summer ideas for home living in our forever sunny country

Sonya Nolan QLD We are planning on building a house in 2021, so this has been most helpful with ideas and new products.

Sha Bana SA Loaded with ideas to brighten up my home. Some many retailers to visit and roam, to buy inspiration pieces to spruce up my zone.

Stuart Warren QLD
The use of dark interior colours was something that drew me into this read. Looking for inspo for our current home, the clean, mod-
ern interiors proved very insightful. 

Timothy Hoile SA
The Outdoor Entertaining article by John Storch interested me as in our first home we are looking at designing our entertaining 
pergola!

Kathy Hoile SA
I think reading about how Electric Fireplaces are a good alternative to the time consuming wood fireplaces.  Also Lindy creatively 
drawing on her bedroom wall.

Travis Turnor WA its where i get all my ideas for styling and decorating



Rebecca Ibrahim NSW I loved the article about outdoor living for all seasons. It really inspired me to change my back entertainment area. 

Merilyn Teasdale NSW To explore the designs and products available in the larger community, rather than small town approach of common basics.

Stuart Clifford QLD Issue #23.1 of Home Design was a great read due to the inspiration my partner and I drew to start our home renovation. 

Naomi Stefanowicz SA Because Im doing up my house and it helped me to come up with some great ideas

Robert Lennox WA The range of products highlighted is diverse and amazing

Natasha Davis VIC
While the expert design advice and must-haves are worth a read, the Englehart home La Provence awakened and inspired my Parisi-
enne home in Melbourne dreams

Debbie Hayman QLD This issue has given me great ideas to share with my son and daughter in new design ideas in 5here new homes.

Marion Slattery QLD Planning a new home and renovating my current address - so able to find ideas for both all in one place - BONUS !!

Daniela Grani VIC Great insight into art 

Sandra Abraham NSW #23.1 Is a great read creative juices flow, which i need. Its visual, gives me ideas things get done, which otherwise  can take years

Ali Bryant QLD Love this Issue’s inspirational article on the gorgeous Australian barn; that’s become our inspiration for our Aussie barn renovation.  

Joanne Jukes VIC
It’s an inspiring read for someone looking to renovate or build with emphasis on quality and sustainable materials: I pick up it up 
again and again. 

Gabrielle Hughes NSW
Seeing the photographs of interior design set-ups and the key pieces used, and the tan sofas/bean bags is inspirational for my living 
space!

Naomi Stefanowicz SA Its my go to book if im running out of inspiration because im trying to do up my house

Nathan Mcguire NSW
I enjoyed this issue of Home Design. I was looking for ideas on sideboards and the pages dedicated to sideboards helped me few 
the styles and designs out there at different price points. I also like the page ‘Display Away’ all about magazine display and storage. I 
most enjoyed the feature ‘Keeping Your Cool’ and all the tips and trips from a design and architectural perspective. Great issue! 

Kelly Hallahan VIC
Before reading this issue’s piece on Rural Retreat, I couldn’t conceptualise the style and feel I was hoping to achieve with our own 
(much humbler :0) makeover.  This great article captured precisely the owners concept and execution, great job, thank you!

Teresa Christian NSW
“keeping your cool” article, suggested a light roof. 35 degrees whilst reading it ,we are changing our roof and I have now changed the 
colour .

Louise Reid TAS 
I was really inspired by the article on outdoor living. It gave me the knowledge to treat our garden as another room and not simply a 
landscape.

Kelly Eising VIC
I think this issue goes above a great read, it inspired and revved up a gear my renovation dreams, plans and inspiration boards. This 
year has been challenging for us all, so ending it on a buzz of creativity and excitement is thrilling. 

Amanda Mcauley QLD
Tried and Tested.. I love catching up with the latest technology. I have to get the Google Nest Hub Max when I go shopping next. This 
is amazing.

Bhavik Amarsee NSW
We were fortunate to be able to purchase a home earlier this year and the mag always provides inspiration when we are making 
improvements. 

Danielle B Abraham QLD
Absolutely loved it so much fresh inspiration Home Design always bringing new ideas, especially helpful at the moment as we are in 
the process of building a home!

Fiona Lockes QLD Subscribing to it was the best idea I have had for along time. Learn,admire, dream, hope and plan.

Lauren Kelly VIC 
Because of the Australian design art and decoration ideas, this years been tough, and it’s good to see brands like Home Design 
backing other Australian brands artists and businesses, while also giving the reader inspiration with new looks and current trends. 

Tracey Pate VIC We are planning our own off-grid home and homes like Akubra House are inspirational. 

Ruby Glew VIC I love the summer colour inspiration. Perfectly timed for my interiors renovation in our new farm house. 

Leola Krause QLD
This issue is filled with amazing art ideas! We purchased a house a year ago and are still turning it into our home. So many wonderful 
ideas! I can’t afford the royal mcCoy art BUT that doesn’t mean I can’t keep an eye out for something similar or try and recreate it 
myself. 

Vanessa Lane VIC
The houses featured include floor plans. While photos of a beautifully styled corner is lovely, a sense of the overall scale and plan is 
essential

Cressida Ward QLD
Melbourne’s inner city garden has given my husband and I some inspiration.  We live in inner city Brisbane and our backyard is tired 
and uninviting. This has given us some ideas to give our backyard a new lease on life and low maintenance theme.

Rowan Hunt QLD
The Next-gen fireplaces had some beautiful designs that I fell in love with. I never thought about an outdoor fireplace, but I want one 
now!

Malou Eijlers VIC We are moving into our first home next year and we could definitely do with some great ideas! 

Ange Hogan VIC
When I am looking for something special, different, unique - like me - the arty party aticle opened my eyes that australian artists are 
underrated and are extremely talented, having the edge I am looking for.

Imogen NSW A great introduction to contemporary artists 

Robyn Baker NSW The amazing ideas for the ‘outdoor retreat’ were wonderful, as we currently building our first ‘together’ home. 

Suzie Siljanovski VIC I am renovating my home after 25 years and issue 231.1 of Home Design has many inspirational ideas and products.

Leonie Endacott NSW
Cool Runnings was a fabulous article focused on energy free/efficient ways to cool my house. So Important in todays climate change 
world!

Nicole Bond QLD It’s given me so many ideas to make my new house a home. I want to add more life and color to my space. 

Will Stobie NSW
The inspiring architecture of Ron Englehart’s Melbourne design and the interior design tips for styling the new Bondi apartment 
we’ve just moved into

Brunda Nijagal VIC What great inspiration for updating and renovating my little cottage. Keep up the wonderful work. 

Jackie Humphreys VIC I love the creative edit section, so much inspiration and love the modern Australian feature it’s my passion and obsession. 

Holly NSW In the midst of planning to build my dream home in rural NSW loved the piece on rural retreat. Perfect inspiration 

Caroline Lissaman WA
Arty Party article. I received great ideas on incorporating art into my home decor. Am now experimenting with family photos in home 
made frames.



John Gosatti WA Very informative, well laid out and easy to read

Kim Nock WA It gives me some awsome ideas for my new house that we are building at the moment

Fleur Howie QLD Recently we have renovated part of our house but this issue gives such inspiration to continue the renovation journey asap! Love!

Kerrie Selby QLD
We are currently renovating our kitchen, which is a very small space and I find this is the best way to get ideas, see how different 
colors go together and how to maximise a small space.

David Hausler VIC
Just about to embark on renovating and extending a old farm house, i love seeing what is new and what ideas i can potentially glean 
from to incorporate into our family home. 

Greg Hillier VIC The Barn Door project is right on the money. It has been on my list for awhile. Just the kick I needed.

Emanuela VIC
It’s the perfect place to receive updates and ideas for our current home that we are renovating and our new apartment that we are 
moving to in 2021

Emma Kable QLD
the article about the different sofas. I am currently looking to buy a new lounge. After my last purchase i want to be a bit more care-
ful and planned this time. 

Holly Budge VIC
I love the focus on contemporary Australian artwork, which is a very timely piece when Australians should be supporting local artists 
and designers. The artwork is beautiful and there is a lot of artists which I hadn’t heard of before.  

Jodie Bennett NSW I think this is a great read as it’s giving me some great ideas on how I am going to redecorate my house. 

Hunter Smith VIC
Really like the information on  sliding doors. WE put in cheap ones and they are just not smooth. Now we know what to install for a 
our next house.

Naomi Stefanowicz SA
Well Im in the middle of renovating and redecorating my house and your magazines is one of the first places I look at for inspiration 
and great ideas

Dan Holwerda WA We just bought a new house and find plenty of inspiration throughout for decorating and making some little changes.

Helen Mcgill WA
Home Design is always a great read, informative, tasteful and intuitive but Issue #23.1 has a great article on Australian Art I particu-
larly loved.

Jarrod Smith NSW
After 10 years of dreaming I’m about to build my first home and it’s so lovely to be inspired by the beautiful spaces in Grand Designs 
Aus this month.

Tania Ivanov SA
We are building our family dream home in 2021 and we are at the selections stage.  Home Design has given me so many amazing 
and inspiring ideas and has greatly helped in making some sleek, sexy and sophisticated selections.  

Jennifer Bond VIC
The extensive inspiration from the winning homes was outstanding and the perfect artwork to fit the spaces was outstanding. It 
bought great summer inspiration for the season ahead.

Rebecca Swan SA Lot ir great ideas for a new home owner like myself

Erin Bramich NSW
I just read for the awesome design tips, currently trying to renovate with two young children and it’s taken 2 long years but life keeps 
getting in the way! 

Jake Knowles VIC We are building our new house and it is full of great inspiration 

Mackenzie Sweet-
nam

VIC
#23.1 is designed to inspire. Whether you’re someone whose contemplating a re-style of your home of the best stylist going around, 
this read has something inspiring for everyone! 

Bianca Sames QLD I need inspiration we’ve bought in Qld I need ramps and a pool and solar and storage I love the ideas outside the box.

Tricia Harrison VIC
It has given me some great idea’s about my outdoor area. How to take it to the next level with a little bit of paint and some great 
Furnaiture idea’s i never thought about

Phillip Young TAS Many great ideas for us for our renovations on coastal shack which we intend to make into our retirement home.

Jennifer Roberts QLD we building a new home - love the inspiration that I am getting from Home Design including issue #23.1

Rebecca Absolom QLD This issue has some really interesting home features and unique designs ,I absolutely love the Art collections 

Katherine Haddock VIC 
I particularly loved this issue for the local artwork inclusion. Art and  architecture are so beautiful when they come together and 
Prahran House was inspirational for this. My dream is to create a home that incorporates the comfort of home with sophistication of 
a gallery.

Roman Powers VIC It’s great to see what’s currently trending and to create new ideas both in and out of the home 

Jenny Tran VIC
Loved the coverage of award-winning designs! The design of the Leaf House was especially fascinating, so issue was definitely a 
great read!

Belinda Tymoszek VIC
This Arty Party issue encouraged creativity with regards to my new home build which helped me captivate innovation and make the 
most of summer fun!

Jane Hewitt QLD
ideally having sections  and articles that suits all of try DYI very interesting and helpful and of course all the reputable brands you 
show 

Kaelene Masters NSW This issue was a great read as it incorporated a human element. Kate Owens the artist making the issue more personal. 

Andrea Pitlo TAS
The combination of quality, innovation, ingenuity and style from the Rural Retreat to the Old Made New inspire excellence in our 
own renovations. 

Barbara Okaokaiti QLD
The Australian Art article introduced me to some really brilliant artists and the Winners homes sections gave me so many ideas with 
their creative decor

Melanie De La Garde QLD It has completely changed my style ideas for our upcoming renovation. Im going bolder and a giving our space a fresher edgier look

Mary Wilson SA
This issue has all the inspiration and ideas i need for over the Christmas break to finally start renovating! It has taken months and 
months to save, now come the fun part! Thank you for all the ideas i will ever need :)

Bill Bowdler QLD  I enjoyed reading about  the winners of the KBDI & KBQ People’s Choice Awards for 2020 as I’m renovating my home.

Julie Vulin VIC
Always things that are relevant to me as I love making my home my sanctuary. The latest magazine with the article on chairs was 
great! Love your design and styling ideas. 

Donna Martin NSW
It a great read because is shows what is trending and the article gave me some awesome ideas that I wouldn’t have thought of 
myself. 

Kirsty Tough WA It gave so many great design options and I’m just about to renovate my bathrooms abd kitchen so it was very helpful! 



Scott Brunskill QLD
Articles like the one on Hubert Pareroultja for winning the overall $10,000 Bluethumb Art Prize...and ....Interiors - StarTec Designer 
Series....make for really pleasant and informative reading 

Jo-Anne Wiszniewski SA
Different innovative ideas how to revamp house; At the moment I’m cleaning getting rid of stuff moving 2021 become more savvy 
with decor and furnishings.

Terry Knape VIC I’m in the middle of making my mind up on renovating my home and so many great ideas come from this issue

Luke Hays WA
I can’t go overseas, can’t access stuff overseas, and am finding actually how world class Australian design is. Everything I love is in this 
magazine !

Anastasia Dimo-
poulos

VIC
My parents are remodelling their home, and we definitely get inspiration and ideas to bring their townhouse to a new home for the 
family! 

Susie Mitterman QLD I’m loving the colours that are on trend this issue! The cool and calm greens on the cover are so inspiring for our new home office!

Tanya Crerar QLD I loved the piece on Bannerman House. I love reading the story behind the finished product and seeing the beautiful result.

Jennifer Whitehorn NSW It’s inspiring me while I plan my renovation..

Naomi Stefanowicz SA well im redecorating my house and I new I could count on home design to give me some great ideas

Michelle Tan VIC We will be renovating next month and my mum connected greatly with Home Design and the images despite reading little English.

Terry Martin SA
Love the inspiration that this mag provides this month in relation to the house of the year articles as I aspire to one have an outside 
bath and the koyoto by 07 beach is amazing.

Eve Figdor VIC It includes diverse articles with a wonderful selection of design ideas and images of a range of functional furniture.

Matt Sing QLD Gave us a helpful insight into fireplaces and heating options as we are currently building. Bruh i need this prize! 

Hayley Kenney VIC
This was a fantastic read from lighting down to pretty rugs. Gave my mum bathroom ideas and she’s getting a granny flat out the 
back!

Kaz Reiman SA Great decorating ideas, funky outdoor furniture, and that french inspired Englehart home is pure Heaven. I am incredibly envious!

Peter Chung NT This issue genuinely inspired my wife and I’s future renovation plans to expand our kitchen and outdoor area for out future family! 

Peter Jenssen VIC The article on pendant lighting was brilliant and has really stirred my imagination for how to re imagine the home office. 

Jill Walton QLD
Having lived in my house for 16 years I have become style-complacent.  You have inspired and motivated me to redecorate with fresh 
eyes.  Thanks!

Thomas Mclean SA It’s full of so many clever designs and inspiring ideas that I can implement around my new house to turn it into our forever home.

Yuko Nishiyama VIC
As a new family, we are looking to create a humble home. The Wanaka Crib Project caught my eye - style, materials used, intimate 
space and location - all an inspiring feature in your magazine. Thank you.  

James Van Soest VIC There were some very incredible and unique outdoor inspirations that I have not stopped ranting to my Wife about

Lauren Skelly QLD Entertaining, yet informative. Inspired me by introducing me to new art and artists. 

Lesleigh Stewart QLD Loved the article on the Australian Art. We have great artists here and their work should be celebrated more

Brigitte Halliwell VIC The interiors featured in this issue are a great source of inspiration for my own house. I loved the warehouse conversion in particular. 

James Sellwood VIC
It is full of great ideas and inspiration for new home designers. I was personally interested as I’m about to redo my living area into a 
more modern look.

Andrew Reed VIC

My partner and I have recently moved to a small A-Frame house in Howqua, Victoria. I loved reading the article on the Rural Retreat 
as we are currently trying to ‘reimagine’ this charming old A-frame house we have purchased into something really special. We 
found inspiration in the interior layout and also discussed how better we can find more natural light in our home through window 
placement.  
We are also hoping one day to open our property up as a rural retreat so i found this issue very inspiring and informative. Thanks for 
keeping my mind occupied during this challenging time and thinking ahead of an exciting future here in rural victoria for my partner 
and family. 

James Bogson WA It was certainly interesting to check out five of the best in what they call the iconic chairs of the century. Real neat stuff.

Matej Pribelsky NSW
Having only JUST finished renovating our deck and pool deck and looking for inspiration, the Outdoor furniture feature definitely 
comes at exactly the right time!

Tanya Bishop NSW
I bought this magazine to get inspiration for a bathroom renovation, but after reading it, I’m inspired for bathroom, kitchen, garden 
and more!!

Colleen Johnson NSW
I love the radical reworking of traditions in homes - for example,  the traditional  brick facade being complimented and comple-
mented in the “building within a building”. 

Lorraine Johnson NSW The focus on Australian Artists love that, we have some amazing talent all home grown! 

Melissa NSW
Having lost a house in the 2020 Bushfires the magazine is giving me some amazing inspiration for our rebuild and some sense of 
much needed anticipation 

Amy Edwards TAS It doesn’t pigeon hole it’s audience. There is something for every home owner style as well as budget.

Jo Frankham NSW We’re planning g to build in 2021/22. Inspiration, aspiration and loads of ideas!

Tina Whalan ACT All the designs and homes profiled showcase classic design that is timeless and worth investing in for lasting comfort and style. 

Susan Graham SA Complete Home brings us the best innovative ideas helping with bathroom ideas for my renovations.

Jacob Craig NSW
Having recently purchased my first home this issue of Home Design really inspired the look and brands I chose when kitting my 
home out! 

Tony VIC
We are currently renovating our home so it’s a great source of inspiration when trying to figure out how we should do something or 
even how to style it.

Samantha Hamilton NSW
I’ve just moved into a new apartment. The magazine has been really helpful for styling purposes. I especially love the Lux to Less sec-
tion on sideboards & buffets as it helps with my budgeting and Artscape.

Jacob Restall QLD
The complementary work  of architects and engineers achieving fantastic things to bring dreams to reality. As an engineer it is great 
to see mention of this



Sally Tiltman QLD
The annual collectors edition is a must read for anyone who wants to find on trend things to decorate and style a house. We’re reno-
vating & Home Design is my bible. 

Caroline Lissaman WA
While currently updating my kitchen, I loved Issue #22.4 kitchen and bathroom theme. I carry my magazine copy while purchasing 
so I know what is best! So stunning and inspirational.

Jacinta Hay QLD I’m in the planning stages of a complete rebuild, from the slab up, after a fire. It’s very inspirational 

Tanya Michelle SA
The cover is phenomenal and the wall art that was featured from Paddington House is next level incredible! A lot of ideas to enhance 
what ever design issues your facing, from size, lighting and space restrictions. This is my favourite issue! 

Kirsty Skilbeck VIC
In Issue 22.4 I love the intergenerational Portsea stone house, the tried and tested kitchen products, even the advertisements are 
inspiring!

Jade Oshea VIC
The annual collectors edition gave me some great ideas to incorporate into my home, especially being in lockdown and wanting a 
change!

Tiffany Blackwood QLD
Seeing the Bijil coach house rennovation and all the London Design Fair pieces gave me a lot of inspiration for my own rennovation. 
Also learning about RenoSave was a pretty huge thing for me, as my budget is pretty tight. 

Fiona Raw VIC
It’s the perfect collectible mix of build, renovation, interiors and outdoors. I loved the deck, pool, pergola and landscaping articles as 
inspiration for my outdoors. 

Angus Dobner TAS
I’ve just bought my first renovator and it’s a real 60’s special, complete and fabric wallpaper and floral carpet, and I stumbled across 
this magazine and it’s really helped me with my overall vision for the project! 

Kim Mannion QLD
Because it has some fabulous ideas that anyone can recreate. Some tv shows and magazines show impractical things but Home 
Design always appeals! 

Melanie Leventhal WA
It provided me with the inspiration and motivation to tackle our bathroom renovation without further procrastination, time for a 
celebration!

Rachel Bigg SA
What’s there not to love! Love every issue, always come away with ideas and plans. We are hoping to put in a pool so this issue had 
amazing tips and stunning architectural ideas to make our house a stunning home! 

Daniel Legovich NSW As always packed full of inspiration. Currently building our home and I love seeing all the new ideas and products.

C Procak WA
I have a 100 year old character home that over the years we have been renovating and even though it’s an old house I love getting 
design ideas 💡 to modernise it whilst keeping the charm of an old house.

Therese Vaughn NSW
Home design is a great read as it makes me feel like I am Kevin McCloud conducting a tour of all the beautiful house its like coming 
home to me. I love it!

Liesl Ziegler ACT
I LOVED the welsh terrace home. I used to live in wales and this brought me back as well as being a stunning home (so many ideas for 
my new home!)

Judi Rose VIC
I love this magazine so much!  I have struggled to find high end design that includes art work which is included in this issue.  So many 
beautiful ideas I don’t know where to start.  Love Home Design - all issues xxx

Brenda Gratton NSW Great variety of projects and styles and it provided me with lots of ideas for our renovation.  I also like the artwork articles.

Jennifer Barnard WA
It’s Australian and I can source things here. It inspires and offers clever solutions for our settings and environment, not always over-
seas and unachievable.


